


PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
WITH FURNITURE DESIGN/
 TRAKT FOREST HOTEL
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BIRK  I  LÖVEN

ALVA ELG  I  @alvaelgh 

DANIEL NILSSON  I  @the_bro_dan

NORA RYDENSTAM NORDH  I  @rydenstamochslipdamm

LOVISA ANDERSSON  I  @lollo312312

HILDNING LINDÅKER  I @tanthilding

EVELYN HÖGBERG  I  @evelynhogberg 

Our goal is for the furnitures to keep the same concept as 
Trakt, and in a graceful way unite the forest with the room. 
With our furnitures we try not to obscure the view in an 
elegant way, and instead off er the guest to take part of the 
nature outside the window.

Let us acknowledge the fragrance of coniferous, the si-
lence and the light that forces its way trough the treetops. 
Let us unify the wet moss of the forest with the crackling 
warmth of the fireplace. Allow yourself to breathe out the 
stress and treat yourself the experience of breathing in 
the forest of Småland that surrounds Trakt Forest Hotel. 

The birch on the armchairs blends into the enviroment in 
a wonderful way with light and kind tones. The focus is 
on taking it easy and enjoying nature, not the furiture in-
side. We want you to sit down, lean back and enjoy life for 
hours until the soul is filled with harmony and calmness.

The three tables with the shape of pinecones, blends in 
with the armchairs in a plesant way. One of the tables 
stands out in the way that the top is made of oak and the 
legs are of birch, meanwhile the other two are the opposi-
te. Nature is like that, it does not look the same everywhe-
re and there is something truly wonderful about it.

THANKS TO SWEDESE







VIRGA  I  VIDE

LINA PALMÉR  I  @linapalmer 

TEA FRANSSON  I  @teafransson

MARITA AGRENIUS  I  @maritaagrenius

JESSIE SAN  I  @jessiesaan

VIGGO GRIP ERICSSON  I @01viggen

Our goal was to design and manufacture two lounge 
chairs and a coff ee table that would emphasize Trakt’s 
vision and uplift the suites to a “modern windbreak”. Our 
ambition was to create a calm and welcoming area where 
you can enjoy nature and by choosing oak, which is a 
common tree in the Swedish forests and which through 
their weight and appearance creates exclusivity.

The lounge chairs are supposed to be inviting and en-
courage you to sit down and relax, perhaps with a book or 
to just gaze out over nature. The armchairs are designed 
to be comfortable for longer periods of time, and thanks 
to the angle of the seat, you have the opportunity to  
comfortably enjoy a meal at the table. 

Our inspiration for the chair came from the classic woo-
den chair that originates from Småland that we have 
chosen to make a modern take on. We created a balance 
between weight and airiness by using round and solid 
shapes in combination with the neat backrest from the 
classic wooden chair.

Together with an elaborate design and stable construc-
tion, our furniture results in an exclusive Scandinavian 
design.



SLINGA  I  SIPPRA

ALEXANDER STARBY  I  starby00hotmail.com 

FELIX ERIKSSON  I  felix_eriksson@live.se

MATILDA DAGMAN  I  matilda.dagman@gmail.com

MATILDA GRIMMER  I  @matildagrimmer

SANDRA RUBE  I  rube-s@hotmail.com

WILMA WALLIN  I  @wilmawallin 

Furniture that reflects the forest, the silence and the 
tranquility. 

These pieces are the results of when emotion meets 
function, when design meets comfort and when massive 
Birch meets Birch-Plywood.

The molded oval seat and the backrest makes the lounge 
chair inviting and comfortable to sit in. The very same 
oval design takes place at the top of the table and its leg 
stands are inspired by the forest density with the silhouet-
tes of the tree trunks standing closely together.

We have been inspired by the surroundings at Trakt Fo-
rest Hotel and its eye-catching sense of tranquility which 
is met, as you step into the suites and glances at the na-
ture that surrounds you. Slinga should be an inviting chair 
to sit in for long conversations, book reading or just enjoy-
ing the fireplace and nature. 

We hope that our furniture will off er space to clear your 
body and your mind through its close connection to 
nature and through its comfortable design.







OBUST no1 & no2  I  SMÅLAND
In the creation and the development of our furniture  
pieces, we have been inspired by the Småland forests and 
the architecture of the suites at Trakt. Trakts keywords are 
silence, seasons and darkness, in combination with those 
the furniture expresses comfort, simplicity and be a 
complement to the surroundings. 

We use an environment that both inspires people and 
gives us the materials to create something new. From the 
trees of the forest, we have created furniture that repre-
sents us and our personal expressions, furniture that feels 
natural and inviting that gives visitors the opportunity to 
be in constant presence with nature. 

Obust no.1 & no.2 are two armchairs that together, side 
by side, become one. Instead of two armchairs, it is now a 
sofa where more people can sit to enjoy their 
surroundings or that helps bring you and the person in 
the other armchair a little closer to each other. One detail 
is that only one of four corners on the legs is rounded and 
made of solid birch, this detail continues to the table 
Småland where opposite corners of the tabletop 
are rounded and the other two opposites are pointed.

CAITLIN MCDONALD  I  @caitlin.adele_ 

MOLLY GRANLUND  I  @mollygranlund

ELLEN KÖRNER  I  @ellenkorner

INA THORDEN  I  inathorden@gmail.com

MAJA ANDERSSON  I  @majjaandersson

KAJSA STOLPE  I  kajsto16@gmail.com

THANKS TO HÖGAGÄRDE FÅRGÅRD & 
BOBBYS TAPETSERARVERKSTAD



Trakt Forest Hotel invites you to a peaceful environment 
where you can leave everyday stress and worries behind 
and instead be surrounded by the calm and quiet nature 
of Småland and experience it through all your senses. The 
furniture in a special place like this must be carefully de-
signed and chosen to compliment the hotel suite environ-
ment, but also signal luxury, functionality and comfort.

In our design process we were inspired by the serene fea-
tures of Trakt Forest Hotel. Our furniture are made of elm, 
a type of wood with many diff erent variations of color. It 
ranges from blonde to brown, red and green. One of the 
suites at Trakt is called Ulmus, the Latin word for elm.

Our lounge chair is wide and inviting with a shaped seat 
and a ribbed back. It has details in dark brown metal as a 
contrast to the vivid colors of elm. The back has a pillow 
which provides extra comfort. 

The coff ee table has similar elements with ribs and dar-
ker metal features. The cone-shaped table top follows 
the shape of the room and gives it an unique expression. 
The ribs symbolize tree trunks and when the sun shines 
through the big windows they form a beautiful shadow 
on the floor just like the real trunks in the forest outside. 

The color palette with earthy tones, red and green reflect 
the changes of the seasons in nature. With unique 
design and the nature in mind we have created furniture 
that suits the concept, is easy on the eyes and comforta-
ble enough to spend hours in.

EMMA RYDHOLM   I  @emmarydholm 

JIMMICA SVENSSON  I  jimmica79@hotmail.com

EMELIE BENGTSSON I  @emeliesajven

NORA GRUNDBERG  I  nora94grundberg@gmail.com

ULME  I  ULMI 





PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
WITH 
FURNITURE DESIGN
In the two year programme, stu-
dents are developing skills needed 
for becoming design orientated 
product developers with high  
competence  within the furniture 
and interior business.

The main focus is to develop a 
holistic view on a design process, 
understanding every part from ma-
king user analyzes to create high 
end prototypes. 

The programme have a practical 
approach, where mockups, 3D- 
prints, scale models and prototy-
pes is a very important part of the 
process. 

With the design process as a core, 
the programme also includes vi-
sualization, production methods, 
marketing, graphic design and 
economics. Träcentrum in Nässjö 
operates the program on behalf of 
School of Engineering at Jönköping 
University.

Göte och Linnéa Öhrskog 
Foundation administer the scho-
larship fund and shall through 
annually scholarship support, sti-
mulate and develop necessitous, 
merited and creative students at 
Träcentrum orientated towards 
wood and furniture business.

This project have been 
financially supported by Göte och 
Linnéa Öhrskog foundation.

JU.SE/PUM
@prduktutveckling_mobeldesign






